
Ultra-strong case for iPhone 15 with D3O technology
SKU: TED3OMAGCOVIP1561

D3O technology for maximum protection and MagSafe-compatible charging without
removing the case: discover the benefits of this exceptional case

ULTRA-STRONG CASE WITH MAGSAFE-COMPATIBLE CHARGING: GUIDE FOR SELECTING

The MagSafe cover with D3O technology  allows you to better protect your  iPhone 15 and charge it without removing the
case. Thanks to the special material it is made of,  the risk of the device being damaged if dropped is drastically reduced .
Explore all the advantages of this indispensable cover in this guide.

D3O TECHNOLOGY FOR UPPER PROTECTION: HOW DOES IT WORK?

The D3O technology ensures innovation and security: this cover is designed to offer exceptional protection.  Soft and flexible to
the touch, this special material hardens instantly  on impact, absorbing and dissipating shocks  to minimise the risk of
damage to the mobile phone. After impact,  it returns to its original thin and soft state , providing continuous and reliable
protection.

D3O CERTIFICATION: MAXIMUM PROTECTION GUARANTEED

D3O certification is not only a seal of quality, but a guarantee that your case is built to  resist strong impacts, protecting your
iPhone from accidental drops.

MAXIMUM PROTECTION AND COMFORT: SLIM, LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN WITH SOFT TOUCH

With the D3O material that replaces traditional TPU, this case has the same transparency, elegance and the thickness as a
standard case. This means that your iPhone remains easy to handle and comfortable to carry with you, without taking up space.
Despite its high level of protection, this case stands out for its lightness. Tactile sensations also remain unchanged as the



softness of the TPU is guaranteed.

YOU CAN RECHARGE YOUR IPHONE WITH MAGSAFE MAGNETIC CHARGING

Designed to perfectly fit your iPhone with MagSafe charging, the case provides full access to all buttons and ports on the device.
Its compatibility with magnetic wireless charging allows you to enjoy the full functionality of your device  without removing it
during power up.

KEY FEATURES:

D3O technology: ultra-strong and flexible material that reduces the risk of damage to the mobile phone
Allows MagSafe magnetic charging without removing the cover
Soft, light and transparent cover
Also protects the side buttons
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Technical data
Color: transparent  
EAN: 8018417467820  
SKU: TED3OMAGCOVIP1561  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: D3O® + PC  
Other features: MagSafe technology compatible  
Finishing/Feature: Antiscratch, Ultra-Resistant                          

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 130 mm  
Height Pack: 210 mm  
Weight Pack: 60 g  
Width Inner: 110 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 230 mm  
Weight Inner: 360 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 260 mm  
Weight Master: 4965 g    
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